
Gopi Birla Memorial School 2023-24
GRADE VI COMPUTER VRUSHALI PATIL

MONTH MAIN CONTENT/CHAPTERS ACTIVITIES
APR 2023 Know your computer

1. Early calculating devices
2. Evolution of computers
3. Classification of computers
4. Functional components of a computer
5. Categorisation of software

Gather infomation about various computer
programmers and
Create a pictorial chart based on your information

JUN 2023 Operating system

1. Booting
2. Functions of an os
3. Types of os
4. Operating system interface
5. Importance of shut down

Create a chart comparing desktop and mobile os.
Include a mind map on the functions of os.

JUL 2023 Ms word 2010 – advanced features

1. Headers and footers
2. Footnotes and endnotes
3. Drop cap
4. Tab stop
5. Using show/hide tool
6. Format painter
7. Columns
8. Increase and decrease indentation
9. Thesaurus 10. Borders and shading
11. Page setup and margins
12. Applying built-in styles

Create a 5-pager poetry booklet with the first page as
an index or cover page followed by 4 poems. Include
details of the poet in the footnote, page numbers in the
footer and poem number in the header. Also include
authored by: Name
Using the drop cap feature in the endnote.

AUG 2023 Ms-word
Mail merge
1. Mail merge

Prepare your birthday invite along with an address list
Mentioning the name and address of 10 friends.
Finally



2. Uses of mail merge
3. Creating the main document
4. Creating the merged document
5. Previewing your documents

Generate and show 10 merged letters in the merged
document to the teacher

Ongoing co-scholastic submission
SEP 2023 Ms powerpoint

2010 – advanced feature
1.creating a presentation using a template
2. Creating a presentation using themes

Template based presentation

Theme based presentation

OCT 2023 Ms powerpoint
2010 – advanced feature
3. Photo album

Photo album in powerpoint

NOV 2023 Ms powerpoint
2010 – advanced feature
4. Slide master
5. Applying animations
6. Inserting charts and tables
7. Creating hyperlinks 8. Reusing slides

Make a presentation consisting at least ten slides on
any of
The topics from your history textbook.

DEC 2023 More about ms excel 2010
1.formatting numbers
2. Modifying and formatting data
3. Creating custom lists
4. Formulas and functions

Make a budget planner for your house to maintain a
record
Of how much your family spends

JAN 2024 More about scratch
1. Types of blocks
2. Blocks categories
3. Using scratch blocks
4. Changing the backdrop of the stage
5. Using the costumes tab

Make a 5 scene animation to depict the actions to be
taken
To save water.

FEB 2024 Introductionto qb64
1.components of qb64 window
2. Writing and executing a program
3. How to save a program
4. How to open a program
5. How to exit qb64
Qb64 — statements
1.character set

Print a label using qb64. The label should include your
Name, class, section and subject.
Writing a program to input name and age of their
classmate. If age 13, print “you are a teenager”, else
print “you are not a teenager”

Ongoing co-scholastic submission



2.constants
3.variables
4.print statement
5.let statement
6.input statement
7.rem statement
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